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Extended Abstract  

1. Introduction  

The world is rapidly becoming urbanized. According to the current global urban population 

growth rate, it is estimated that the population in cities in 2014 will reach 66% by 2050. 

Such a situation involves major administrative implications; it is the acceleration of growth 
over development or in other words, the accumulation of a set of problems and issues 

caused by the accelerated growth which cannot be managed or mitigated by local 

administration and financial, technical and human resource provisions. Subsequently, as the 

implications of this growth rate, issues including poverty, unemployment, unsuitable 
housing and rich neighborhoods have become a major feature of metropolitan cities in 

southern countries. According to studies, there exists 130,000 acres of inefficient textures in 

the country which occupies 30% of the total urban area and accommodates over 19 million 
people. Sanandaj has been one of the moderate cities which, alongside many other urban 

areas, has witnessed a rapid population growth. The fast growth rate along with the absence 

of proper management has led to the formation and expansion of inefficient urban textures. 
Having accommodated a considerable number of population, these areas include historical 

textures, illegitimate settlements, inefficient textures with rural backgrounds, maladaptive 

urban zones, and central inefficient textures. The purpose of the present study is to examine 

and assess human resilience indices in sociocultural, economic, and organizational-
administrative aspects within the areas in Sanandaj cities with inefficient textures. To this 

end, the following research questions were formulated: Are inefficient textures in Sanandaj 

resilient in terms of human aspects? Is human resilience involve a different status in each 
type of inefficient texture?  

2. Theoretical Framework  

Introduced in the 1970s by C. S. Holling, a Canadian ecologist, the concept of resilience 

has increasingly been assessed and studied. Timerman (1981) was the first individual to 

use the concept of resilience in the area of risks and disasters. At the global scale, the 
international union for disaster risk reduction strategies offered a plan titled, “Improving 
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the Resilience of Societies against Disasters” under the Hugo plan framework for the 
period of 2005-2015. Following the end of the Hugo framework aimed at increasing and 

improving the resilience of societies and nations against disasters, the Sendai framework 

(2015-2030) was approved on March 18th 2015 at the 3rd UN conference in Sendai, 
Japan, with the purposed of reducing the risk-taking level of societies. Nevertheless, 

studies on urban resilience are still on the rise due to the global attention paid to this 

notion. Resilience is a combination of “absorbing disorders and returning to the previous 

state”, “self-organization”, and “increased learning capacity and adaptation”. Albeit, the 
inherent concept of resilience has also been expanding. Accordingly, a consensus has 

been formed today on the following definition of resilience: Resilience involves i) the 

turmoil that can be absorbed by a system to the extent that the system is able to retain its 
former state, ii) self-organization ability of the system, and iii) the ability of the system in 

creating and increasing learning capacity and adaptation and ultimately, development 

when required.” Despite the growth and expansion of the use of resilience, there has yet 
to be a particular set of organized indices to quantify resilience against disasters; 

however, there is a consensus among the scientific community according to which, 

resilience is a multidimensional concept that includes social, economic, institutional, and 

physical aspects.  

3. Method 

The present inquiry is conducted using the descriptive-analytical method in 

which data were collected using library-field studies. Domestic and foreign 

library studies were employed to extract indices; then, the indices were presented 

to 30 experts in different majors to indicate their level of importance. 

Furthermore, to evaluate the extent of resilience at the area, 382 questionnaires 

were distributed across various districts. Data from household questionnaires 

were inserted into the SPSS software and the extent of resilience at different 

dimensions were extracted using one-sample t test. To analyze the effective 

factors on human resilience, structural equations were used in the LISREL 

software. Variance analysis test was employed to explain the extent of resilience 

mean difference in various type of inefficient textures. Ultimately, different types 

of textures were classified using the Duncan test.  

4. Results and Discussion 

Findings suggest that the extent of resilience at the area of the study was 

3.16; as the figure is below the 3.50 average, it can be expressed that the 

inefficient texture area is not resilient. Given the examined dimensions, the 

sociocultural dimension had a value of 3.64 which was more than the 3.50 

average, therefore relatively resilient. The lowest resilience value, i.e. 2.75 

belonged to the economic aspect followed by the administrative aspect with 

a value of 3.09. The structural equations of the effective factors on resilience 

also demonstrated that social factors with a value of 0.74 was the most 

important in explaining resilience, followed by economic and institutional 

factors with values of 0.68 and 0.61, respectively. Moreover, there is a 
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significant difference between various types of inefficient textures in terms 

of human resilience. As for the set of human indices, textures with rural 

backgrounds and illegitimate settlements were classified in the first group 

while central inefficient texture and the historical texture were placed in the 

second group.  

5. Conclusion 

The results show that inefficient texture resilience across Sanandaj city is at an 

undesirable state. Considering the low resilience level in economic and 

administrative dimensions and their significance in the resilience of the area, 

necessary attempts should be made in line with improving said indices. 

Compared to other areas of inefficient textures, illegitimate settlements and 

textures with rural backgrounds involve more unsuitable conditions. Given the 

diversity of texture types and their different conditions, different strategies should 

be taken into account in order to improve human resilience. 
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